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Local Favorite Returns

R

idgecrest’s own Brett Battles will give the Ridge Writers program
“Writing Independently Full-time” on Thursday, Feb. 2, starting at
6:30 p.m. at Ridgecrest Presbyterian Church, 633 W. Las Flores Ave.

An acclaimed thriller writer (and a graduate of Burroughs High
School), Brett will discuss “craft, writing habits, and life as a full-time, mostly
independent writer.”

Brett Battles
speaks at a
previous Ridge
Writers
meeting, April
2010.
Photo by Liz

His debut novel, The Cleaner (The Jonathan Quinn Thrillers #1), was
nominated for the 2008 Barry Award for Best Thriller, and the 2008
Shamus Award for Best First Novel. His second novel, The Deceived, won the 2009 Barry Award for Best Thriller.
Brett received an additional Barry Award nomination for the fourth in his Quinn series, The Silenced.
He cites Isaac Asimov, Robert Heinlein, Alistair
MacLean, Robert Ludlum, Stephen King, Graham
Greene, Haruki Murakami, and Tim Hallinan as
his influences.
See p. 4

Mark Your
Calendar . . .
Mary Sojourner

March 2, 6:30 p.m.

Ridgecrest Presbyterian Church
Here’s an opportunity to meet a prizewinning author of novels, short stories,
and essays.

‘If You Are a Fool, Keep Writing’
G. Lloyd Helm • Jan. 5, 2017 • by Julianne Black

Introducing himself as an “aging author and part-time genius” G. Lloyd
Helm spoke at our January meeting, gifting the audience by presenting as an
author and a small-press publisher.
With 40 years of experience in short
stories, anthologies, poetry, and novels,
Helm was generous with his advice and
practical hands-on information.

Denise Hamilton
April 6, 6:30 p.m.

Ridgecrest Presbyterian Church

He warned of the heartbreak of writing, talked about the sheer addiction to the
story and how it travels with him through
all parts of the day, leading him to keep a
notebook on him at all times and another
by the bed.

This nationally bestselling, critically acclaimed novelist is often compared with
Raymond Chandler.

Linda O. Johnston
May 4, 6:30 p.m.

Ridgecrest Presbyterian Church
Come learn from the author of 40
romance and mystery novels.

With fabulous personal stories on each
G. Lloyd Helm and one of his books

See p. 7

President’s Notes

by Daniel Stallings

The PERFECT Word

A

t our annual holiday
party, a lively discussion sprang up about
the nature of writer’s block, perhaps in
part motivated by Linda Saholt’s brilliant
sweatshirt which read “Writer’s Block:
When Your Imaginary Friends Stop Talking to You.” It got us all thinking and
sharing stories and tidbits and anecdotes
about writer’s block from famous authors
down to our own experiences.
Enjoying a lively discussion at
our party are (from left) Don and
Charlotte Goodson, Linda Saholt,
Andrew Sound, C. R. Rowenson,
and Donna Rosenthal. Sorry —
only the side of Linda’s Writer’s
Block shirt shows — but the enjoyment is evident!
Photo by Liz

Ridge Writers Leaders

President — Daniel Stallings
Vice President — Julianne Black
Secretary — Donna McCrohan
Rosenthal
Treasurer — Andrew Sound
EEE
Historian — Maryann Butterfield
Member at Large — C. R. Rowenson
Membership — Andrew Sound
Newsletter — Liz Babcock
lizbab@fastmail.com
Programs & Publicity — Donna
McCrohan Rosenthal
State Rep — Donna McCrohan
Rosenthal
Youth Coordinator — Daniel
Stallings
Webmaster — Julianne Black
EEE
To reach any of these leaders (except Liz), use ridgewriters@yahoo.com
Visit our Facebook page at www.
facebook.com/RidgeWriters and our
website at CWC-ridgewriters.org

What I loved about the conversation
was the way we writers — from greenhorns to old hands — got to pool our respective knowledge and experiences
toward the common goal of cracking the code on the perfect word. Everyone
contributed. It didn’t matter how long you’ve been writing or what you wrote.
We all had something to add to the collective knowledge of wordsmithing.
The stories and tips about facing the terror of the blank page were at times
helpful, enlightening, fascinating, or downright funny. We learned tips about
ending writing sessions on cliffhangers or starting a new scene, so that your
mind is always thinking about the next phase of the story and you don’t stop
when the scene stops. Another idea was a kind of free writing, where the
author just starts writing a stream of consciousness about what he wants to
talk about and his frustrations without any editing or reserve. This allowed his
mind to work through the block. We heard a funny story about a columnist
in the 1920s who, faced with a deadline, confronted the blank page by typing the word “the” on the sheet to motivate his brain. As the hours passed and
no progress was made, he added “hell with it” and went to get a drink. We
reiterated the usefulness of taking notes whenever an idea strikes to assist your
memory. All put forward to help our fellow wordweavers in their pursuit of the
perfect word.
So if you find yourself staring at the unbroken, snowy field of a new story or
article or blog post and the thought seems to cripple your imagination, maybe
employ some of these tips. Talk to other writers to see how they have tackled
the dastardly block. Try new methods of notetaking or how you start pieces.
Write out of order. Write backwards. Whatever you can do to climb the
mountain of writer’s block and proudly conquer it.
The Writers of the Purple Sage is the monthly newsletter of the Ridge Writers, the East Sierra Branch of
the California Writers Club. Except where otherwise stated, all articles in this publication may be printed
without special permission in newsletters of branches of the California Writers Club and in the State Bulletin, subject to the following conditions:
a. The author’s name and original publication credit must be printed with the text.
b. The text must be printed in its entirety, without additions or changes.
c. You must send a copy of the newsletter bearing the reprint to the author. 			
Contact the editor by mail at P.O. Box 484, Ridgecrest CA 93556, or by e-mail at lizbab@fastmail.fm.
PLEASE NOTE: Photographs for publicity and newsletter uses are taken at all Ridge Writers events. By entering
the venue, members and guests are granting permission that their likenesses may be used for publicity purposes.

DANIEL’S LATEST PRODUCTION
As you can see from the poster at right,
Ridge Writers’ ever-productive president,
Daniel Stallings, continues to churn out
murder-mystery events at a prodigious
rate. How about an early Valentine’s Day
gift to yourself and your sweetie? You
can see his latest, “Murder at the Broken
Heart Mine,” on Feb. 11 in Bakersfield
(details at left). In an article by Donna
McCrohan Rosenthal published in last
month’s Bakersfield Magazine, Bakersfield Red Hat Society member Jeannie
Johnson praised Daniel’s amazing work,
indicating that the group is still talking
about a mystery Daniel put on for the
society six years ago. “We’ve gone to
Ridgecrest three times since to see his
productions,” she said. “We look forward
to having him write another show for us
— even though we’re willing to travel to
see his amazing work.

Our Jack London
Award Winners

W

e’re proud of the Ridge
Writers who have
won the Jack London
Award, the highest recognition
each branch of CWC can give the
year’s most outstanding member.
Here are their names and the years
they won:
Maryann Butterfield 1997
Casey Wilson		
1998
Rlee Peters		
1999
Judy Dutcher		
2000
Curt Danhauser
2001
Judy Martin		
2002
Donna McCrohan
Rosenthal
2003
Holly Dworken
Cooley		2004
Liz Babcock 		
2005
Allison Aubin		
2007
Steve Wersan		
2009*
Margaret Luebs
2013
Daniel Stallings
2015

With a special Charmian London
Award to Fran Wersan
*

SEEN AT SANTA’S STOCKINGSTUFFER SATURDAY, NOV. 19
At left President Daniel visits with
Red Rock Books’ very own cat.
What’s a bookstore or a library
without a cat? And what’s your
personal library without a copy of
our book, Planet Mojave?

At right, Julianne Black
shows two avid young
readers the app for Juli’s
book, Sleep Sweet. Other
activities of the day
involved sweet treets
and a visit from jolly
old St. Nick himself.
Photos by Donna
McCrohan Rosenthal
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Poet’s Lament

by Linda Saholt

Nothing rhymes with orange,
A fact that I find strange.
Giving my mind free range,
Still I can’t quite manage.
Looks okay when
written,
But aloud it’s not quite
fittin’.
Alas, poor dear orange,
Doomed to under-usage —
A lonely color’s visage,
A quirk of English language.
Looks okay when written,
		
But aloud it’s not quite fittin’.
“Cause nothing rhymes with orange,
No matter how I rearrange,
The rhyme relentless cannot change.
Still, it’s most exceeding strange.
Looks okay when written,
But aloud it’s not quite fittin’.
“Orange” you glad I’m quittin’?

Local Favorite

Announcements
The San Francisco Writers
Conference will be held Feb. 16–19
at the Mark Hopkins Hotel, 1029
Jones St., San Francisco. The
hotel’s rate for attendees is $229 per night, and
the registration cost was $750 until Feb. 1. For
$60 extra you can get speed-dating sessions with
agents. Lots of great speakers and evets — go
to sfwriters.org for the latest information and to
register.
EEE
Another conference that sounds great for
learning and fun is the 2017 Tri-Valley
Writers Conference on Saturday, April 22, 7:30 a.m.–6 p.m.,
at Four Points by Sheraton, 5115
Hopyard Rd., Pleasanton. Earlybird costs through Feb. 21 are $115 for CWC
members, $80 for students. Here’s your chance
to see Ridge Writers’ favorite, bestselling author
Anne Perry!
Among other events is a winner-take-all poetry
contest; the registration deadline for that is Feb.
12. Conference seating is limited, so hurry to
trivalleywriters.org to learn more.

From p. 1

Born and raised in Southern California, he recalls that
his parents instilled the love of books in him early on, and
there were many days his mom would kick him out of the
house in the afternoon just so he would get a little sunshine.

came from my love of reading. I can thank my parents
for that. They are both huge readers. I can remember that
every night after my dad came home from work, he would
read for an hour or so, while the chaos of our household
unfolded around him.”

“I’m not sure exactly when the idea came to me that
I wanted to be a writer,” said Brett, “but I do remember
that as early as fifth grade I would tell people that’s what
I was going to do. I guess the inspiration to be a writer

Though Brett still makes California his home, he has
traveled extensively to such destinations as Ho Chi Minh
City, Berlin, Bangkok, Angkor Wat, Singapore, Jakarta,
London, Paris, and Rome, all of which play parts in his
current and upcoming novels.
A book signing will follow his talk.
The public is welcome, and admission
is free.
To learn more about Brett Battles,
see brettbattles.com. For information
about Ridge Writers, go to cwc-ridgewriters.com and facebook.com/RidgeWriters.
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Here’s some of the crowd
that enjoyed Brett’s last
Photo by Liz
talk here.

P

Feline Household Dominator

rincess is the imperious feline dominator who condescends to allow me to live in the house I built.
Gifted to my wife some 14 or 15 years ago, Princess is an outdoor/indoor cat
with a decided preference
for the former. She
has sleeping arrangements in both the
house and the
garage, depending
on the climate of a
given day or night.

the afternoon sun.

bask in

Lately, with the
overnight temperatures dropping below
30 degrees on most
nights, she prefers the
house with forays outdoors to

When Princess wants
out of the house, she will go
to the door and speak until
attended to. Being part Siamese, she speaks loudly and
most lengthly. The reverse
is true when she desires to
come back inside. Occasionally, she will come into the
house, go and do the necessaries in her sanitary sandbox then demand to return
outside immediately.

by Casey Wilson

To replace the shallow feeding bowls, I purchased
a set of those feeding dishes that semi-automatically keep
the bowls filled with cat kibbles and water. The volume
is plenty for two or three weeks, so the four-day weekend
wouldn’t be a problem.
Several days before my trip, I set the feeders down
in place of Princess’ usual dishes and was not surprised
to see her reject them. Only when I would stand next to
her (as a proper servant should) would she deign to eat or
drink. If I was so impertinent as to walk away before she
was finished, I was subjected to being chased down and
scolded, after which she would (thank goodness) return to
eat in solitude.
When I sneaked out of the house like a thief early
on a Saturday morning, Princess was napping in a rocking
chair with her tail curled around her face to shield her eyes
from the light.
When I returned the following late-afternoon
Tuesday, I barely got the front door open
before Princess zoomed out. I’m sure I heard
her growl at me on the way past.
As I was pouring my first cup of
coffee the next morning, she was at the front
door commanding me to let her in. Apparently she’d forgiven me for confining her
for however brief an eternity; notwithstanding she’d had four rooms to occupy in my
absence.
To make sure I knew my place, I
was required to escort her to breakfast before
I finished my coffee.
Photos by Casey

My youngest son,
and Princess’ No. 2 vassal, will attest that when she is
hungry she will require an escort to her feeding dishes,
never mind that the bowls are full. Her vocalizations
are not to be ignored, either. Thankfully we are not
required to act as Her Majesty’s food tasters.
In anticipation of a long weekend to Los
Alamitos, I was concerned about the weather
forecast for the Mojave Desert; high winds, rain,
nighttime temperatures in the 20s, and the possibility of snow. My concern was, obviously, for Her
Majesty’s safe comfort.
Note: “…most lengthly.” is an archaic comparative form of lengthy. I use it here to match the story’s theme of fealty.
5

Musings on NaNoWriMo

A

nother November has
passed us by, and with it
has gone another National
Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo
for short).
In the beginning of November I
boasted my ambitious goal of 100,000
words written in a measly 30 days. I’m
here to report that I did not reach my
goal and proud of it.
While unable to reach my illustrious goal, I did manage to write over
75,000 words. Yes, that is a significant
chunk of verbage, but the words were
never really the point.
I can hear the psychological whiplash from here. NaNoWriMo is about
noting but the words, right?
Not for me. I like to take November as a chance to really focus on my
work, to push aside the distractions
of day-to-day life and see how much I
can accomplish with dedicated focus.
More importantly, I want to push myself, to the point of failure if possible.
And that’s exactly what I did.
And you know what? It sucked…
it sucked hard. I was most of the way
through the month, keeping just a
few thousand words behind my goal
(check out the graph in the picture
below) when I shattered every bone in
my face against “the wall.”

I could still write, but my
internal A-Hole was getting
so vocal that it was hard to
hear myself think, let alone
my characters.
I tried all sorts of things
to get around it, but none
of them seemed to work.
In the end, I lost nearly
a week of writing time because of my mental struggles.
By the time I was able to get
back on the literary horse and
make with the typing, I was already
too far behind to recover.
It was painful. I was angry. I
didn’t want to fail. And then I
just… let it go.
As much as I hate failure now,
I was even worse as a kid. I could be
driven nearly to tears by the simplest
of failings.
In the midst of my musings I was
visited by an on old memory in which
my Grandma pulled me aside and
gave me the timeless advice about
learning from failure.
The exact words aren’t important as
they have littered the inside of fortune
cookies since time immemorial. What
matters is the willingness to try and to
learn.
This past November, I did a whole
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by C. R. Rowenson

lot of both. I now understand more
about plotting, outlining, and character development than I did when
I started. More importantly, I got
another object lesson proving that
everyone has limits and I am no different.
But here’s the really awesome bit.
If you look at the picture below, it
doesn’t say “75% reached.” It says
“75,202 words. You Won!” You can
take what you like from this, but I
think it is a valuable reminder that victory is often a matter of perspective.

2016: LOOKING BACK
by Donna McCrohan Rosenthal

Things happened in 2016, some good, some bad, many
printed indelibly on our minds. December 31 invites us to
bring them into focus again, whatever our plans to move
on.

William Shakespeare’s.
In the bookselling realm, Ron Shoop retired. Ron’s
dedication and genuine love for his work as a regional sales
rep rose above the ordinary. He made an enduring impression even on those who barely knew him, and he had a
delightful sense of humor. He crowned his career with the
last title he pitched at the NCIBA (Northern California
Independent Booksellers Association) meeting in October,
How to Talk to Your Cat About Gun Safety: And Abstinence,
Drugs, Satanism, and Other Dangers That Threaten Their
Nine Lives.

We lost three remarkable Gar(r)ys in 2016 – Garry
Marshall, Garry Shandling, and East Sierra Branch’s past
president Gary Hareland, an insatiable student of seacraft
and the distant horizons of Mars. The literary pantheon
said sad farewells to Edward Albee, Harper Lee, Alvin
Toffler, Elie Wiesel, and other towering talents.

We marked milestones from our creative history: the
200th anniversary of that amazing summer on the lake
when Lord Byron and the Shelleys played writing games
On a reflective note, the college graduating Class of ’69
and Mary Shelley conjured up Frankenstein; the bicentena- (Pot! Sex! Save the world!) for the most part turned 69, and
ry of Charlotte Bronte’s birth; centenaries of Roald Dahl’s, Bob Dylan won the Nobel Prize in Literature for words
James Herriot’s, Walker Percy’s, and Mary Stewart’s; and
that inspired a generation. Perhaps enough inspiration
the 400th anniversary of Miguel Cervantes’ passing, and
See p. 8

‘If You Are a Fool, Keep Writing’

gem, some of his most notable tips
included:

Lightening up on trying to emulate what works for another writer.
Everyone has their own style. Helm’s
personal writing formula is to crank
out 1,000 words a day, but he mentioned that some authors do much
more and others much less. Giving the
example of Ernest Hemingway who
was known to leave his last line of the
day unfinished so there was an open
place to start when he returned, Helm
explained that we will all develop our
own tricks and that we should not
compare them to what works for others.
Checking the website http://duotrope.com for submission possibilities. Duotrope is a searchable database
of open submissions with a free trial to
get you started. The site boasts thousands of available and current possible
submission opportunities. After the
free trial runs out, the site charges $5

monthly or $50 per year.

Being a salesman. Helm mentioned the importance of understanding that the job doesn’t end when the
publication is released. You have to
work to sell the books, many times
buying them at the discounted author
price and hitting the bricks to get
them into people’s hands.
Polishing and submitting! Many
great stories sit in desk drawers because they just need a little polishing
before they are submitted.
Never editing yourself. Pretty selfexplanatory!
Realizing that critiques are about
your writing, NOT you! Many critique groups fail because comments
and suggestions are taken too personally.
Avoiding the publishing house
American Star Publishing (formerly
known as “Publish America”).
And finally, “If you are a fool,
7

From p. 1

keep writing.”
G. Lloyd Helm’s published works
have been in The New York Poetry
Anthology, The Los Angeles Times, The
Antelope Valley Press, The Antelope Valley Anthologies, and the English journal Pilgrimage.
His published memoirs include
Football and 4 April, 1968, and he has
published short stories in Citadel, the
literary magazine of Los Angeles City
College; The Short Story Library; The
University of S. Illinois’ Eureka Literary Magazine; Tales as Like as Not, and
London’s Black Gate Magazine.
His novels in the fantasy and science fiction field include Other Doors,
Design, and World Without End, plus
a literary romance novel called Sometimes in Dreams.
You can learn more about Helm
through LinkedIn.com, amazon.com,
and goodreads.com, and you can reach
him via email at mouseprint@earthlink.
net or ghelm11109@earthlink.net.

2016: LOOKING BACK
From p. 7

lingers with baby boomers that they’ll
snatch the world from extinction’s
gaping maw after all.
Looking ahead, the CWC East
Sierra Branch (“Ridge Writers”)’s
newer members Julianne Black, Julie
Bradford, and C. R. Rowenson joined
forces on programs that promise to
become annual events, and branch
president and Jack London Award
winner Daniel Stallings’ customizable Master Mystery Productions have
achieved the status of a phenomenon
and helped put Ridge Writers on the
map.
In the course of the year, Ridge

Writers also successfully held another
“Read the Book Meet the Author”
series in the spring, Weird Weekend in
September, and Dickens Tea in December, and participated in Red Rock
Book’s Independent Bookstore Day,
Summer Reading Day, and Santa’s
Stocking Stuffer Saturday.
We go forward — we individually,
we as a club, we as a planet — onward
and upward, because it’s fun, we enjoy
doing it, and human nature demands
no less.
The list of people we miss will
continue to grow, but perhaps so will
what we do to build on their legacies.

T

he East Sierra Branch (Ridge Writers) is the California Writers Club branch
serving the eastern part of Kern County. Over the mountains on the west side
of the county is our Bakersfield-based sister branch, Writers of Kern.
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We’ll hold them in our hearts, and
we’ll move on.
Our book Planet Mojave: Visions
From a World Apart is available
at Jawbone Canyon Station,
the Historic USO Building, the
Maturango Museum, Red Rock
Books, and
online from
our website, www.
planetmojave.com.

